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Siudy for Benchmark Calculation using TORT code in B明TRReactor Vessel 
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Sensitivity analyses have b巴enmade to improve accuracy ofTORT ca1culations. Reasonable ca1cu1ation conditions 
such as number of energy groups， flux convergence criterion， number of angu1ar directions， order of Legendre 
expansions and the effective densities were investigated. No significant differences are identified from the ca1cu1ation 
conditions and neu佐onenergy group structure. It is possible to confirm白紙 thewater density of the outer bypass 
regton叩 dthe annu1us ar間企omth白 shroudto the RPV is an important parameter for accurate estimation of fast 
neutrons. 
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1. Introduciion 

An accurate evaluation of the radiation field inside the 
BWR reactor vessel is essential for accurate lifetirne 
prediction of structural materia1s such as vesse1 steel and 
core internals. Rec巴ntimprovements in the computational 

environment have made it possible to get three-dimensional 
(3圃D)flux distributions in the BWR reactor vessel using the 
3・DSn code TORT1) ， To va1idate applicability of TORT to 
radiation analysis in BWRづ benchmarkanalysis has be巴n
done using dosim出 ymeasurements in the reactor vessel. 
The reliable measured data at the various locations in the 
annular region between the shroud and the RPV at KKM (a 
BWR-4 plant in Switzerland operated by BKW) were 
obtained as reaction rates; these are referred to as the KKM 
measurement data. From the benchmark tests， th巴 spatial
distribution of computed ωmeasured results(C/M ratios) 
for thermal neutrons agreed well with the measured data 2-4). 

In this paper， further sensitivity analyses were made to 
improve the TORT calculation accuracy. A methodology to 
estimate neutron flux distributions in the reactor pressur巴
vessel (RPV) by TORT w拙 validated.

11. Further benchmark analysis using 

measurements in the reactor vessel 

Previously， it was found that TORT gives re1iable 
resu1ts企omthe benchmark tests using KKM measurement 
datas-6). In comparison with two-dimensional calculations， 
TORT calculations improved the accuracy at least 20%. 

However， the discrepancy for fast neu位onflux was sti1l 
30%. In order to improve the C/M for fast neutrons， suitable 
calculation conditions for TORT were surveyed. 

1. Calculation procedures 
TORT calculations for KKM plant were performed using a 
quarter同 cylindricalR-8・Zmodel that covered an area企om

the core to the RPV The model geometry is shown in Fig.1. 
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expansion and number of angular directions and flux 
convergence， were surveyed. By combining the following 
parameters， two PLparameters， 3 Sn parameters and 4 flux 
convergence parameters， 7 different calculations， as shown 
in Table 2， were done. The impact of calculation conditions 
in the 3-D Sn calculation on the results is summarized in 
Table 3. As shown in Table 3， the calculated resu1ts have 
no discrepancy within 3% deviation. The difference 
between JENDL3.l and JENDL3.2 cross section data sets 
was also investigated. Any di自己rencein calculated reaction 
rates with the two libraries is negligible. 
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Fig.2 The calculated neutron spec仕aat 4 degree 
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The axial ca1culation area was企omthe bottom of cor巴plate

to the top of the fuel bundle. In the active fuel region， 
pel1ets， claddings， water rods， and other materials are 
considered and modeled as a homogeneous material in each 
cell area. The axial void dis仕ibutionthat is averaged in the 
radial direction is also considered. The actual bum-up 
distribution during the irradiation period was given to 
TORT as an input condition of the neutron source 
distribution. The water densities of these areas were 
obtained from plant design data. The e低 ctivedensities of 
components in the reactor vessel were used. The number of 
mesh intervals of this calculation model was 84 x 60 x 67 
(Radial x Axial x Azimuthal). The calculations were done as 
a fixed neutron source calculation with P5 expansion ofth巴
an伊 lardependence of the scattering cross sections， and a 
symmetric 812 directional quadrature set. 

2. Sensitivity analysis for TORT input parameters 

To validate the optimum ca1culation conditions for 
TORT， several calculations with di能 rentconditions， such 
as number of energy groups， flux convergence criterion， 
number of angular directions (8n) and order of Legendre 
expansions (PL)， were done. 

2.1 Impact of neutron energy gmup structure 

Tw巴nty-sixenergy group constants are used for the 
cross section data set for the three -dimensional transport 
calculation. These cross section data are obtained企omthe 
JSSTDL library7) (100 groups for neutrons， 40 groups for 
gamma rays) which based on JENDL幽 3.28).Two kinds of 
calculations by ANISN9)， a onかdimensionalSn code，紅白
performed with the two geome仕ymodels focusing on the 
radial direction of the core center plane and the axial 
direction of the core center axis to collapse 100 energy 
groups to 26 energy group cross section sets‘The threshold 
energy of activation reaction was influenced to the reaction 
rates， so the impact of energy group structure on the 
reaction rate was examined. The n巴utronflux dis仕ibutions
at the shroud， midplace between shroud and RPV and near 
the RPV wer巴 calculatedwith the two cross section， 26 
energy group constants and a 100 energy group constants. 
The calculated neutron spectra at 4 degree are shown in 
Fig.2. The activation foils were put in the capsules and 
these capsule Ids indicat 巴their location: 円Lヘ" 恥M円ぺ， and'“'H円
denote t白h巴low園， mid.、andhigh-axial pos幻it討ionsand ‘“'S"， 

and “ 
respectively. 

The reaction cross sections of 109 Ag (n 
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2.2 Impact of calculation conditions 

The calculation conditions， such as order ofLegendre 
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Table1 Summぽyof the effect of energy group s加 ctureof cross section in the 3・D8n calcu1ation at 4 degree 

C(26 energy gr叩ps)/ C(100 energy groups) ratio (Reωtion rat渇)

59CO 54pe 58Pe 93明b
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Significant di能 rencesare identified for the attenuation 
ratios of the calculated neu仕on:flux， compared with 
me剖 ureddataat the shroud to the RPV. The C/M ratios for 
白8tneu仕onsranged企om0.6 to 0.94). The modeled water 

density in this annulus area seems to be the cause of出is

discrepancy. The water density dis仕ibutionin the annulus 

area that cannot be measured is modeled with the same data 
as for the plant design. This may possibly cause some 

di位 rence.The neutron :flux calculations were done with 
同70data sets， casel was a modeled water density that was 

considered with the density dis出butionand case2 did not 

consider the density distribution. The di自己rencesbetween 

the attenuation ne附 on:flux that is considered with and 

without the water density dis凶butionin the annu1us area 
are a1most 10 % at the RPV sur恥 e.It was found from the 
above validation that a modeled water densiザ inannulus 

area wou1d in伽 .encethe neutron :flux dis凶butionin the 

RPY. The C/M ratios at the shroud are also di民rent.The 

water density ofthe outer bypass region that is from out of 

core to the shroud has a possibi1ity to cause the discrepancy 
of neutron :flux at the outer surface of shroud. The 

calculated ne附 on:fluxdis位ibutionwith two di協 rentwater 

densities at the outer bypass region is shown in Fig.5. As 
shown there， the fast neu仕onsat the outer shroud紅巳

di能 rent，but the attenuations of neutron :flux between the 
shroud to the RPV show almost the same tendency. It is 

possible to confirm that the water density of the outer 

bypass region and the annu1us area from the shroud to the 
RPV is an important par彼neterfor accurate estimation of 

お8tneutrons. 

0.97 

The water density of the outer bypass region and the 

annulus region in the reactor vessel was sensitive for the 

fast neutron distribution， and further investigation on the 
optimum water density set up is needed. 

Table 2 Calcu1ation cases for neutron 盟国 dis出bution
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ill. Conclusion 
From the sensitivity analysis for TORTinput 

parameter， it was found that the calculation conditions for 
TORT such as number of energy groups， :flux convergence 
criterion， number of angular direction~ (Su) and order of 

Legendre expansions (PL) did not affect so much neutron 
a砿 di蜘 ibutionsin the BWR reactor vessel because there 

is around 2 to 4 % di臨rencein Table 1. 
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Table 3 Summary of the effect of calculation parameters in the 3・DSn calculation at 4 degree 

Parameters Flux convergence criteria P31P5 S16/S12 S6/S12 

Capsule Case 2/Case 1 Case 3/ Case 1 Case 4/Case 1 Case 5/Case 1 Case 6/Case 1 Case 7/Case 1 
location Fast Thermal Fast 百lerrnal Fast 

LS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

MS 1.00 1.00 1.00 l目。。 1.00 

HS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

LC 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 

MC 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 

HC 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 

LR 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 

MR 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 

HR 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 
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